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Context

This talk focusses on daily rainfall forecast.
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Early GFE days (2010)

Replicated old style "chance of a shower". 

Added quantitative rainfall forecasts to city point locations for Day +1.

Chance of any rainfall: 40%           Chance of no rainfall: 60%

Rainfall: 0 to 1 mm

Chance of any rainfall: 10%           Chance of no rainfall: 90%

Chance of rain well understood

No clarity on rainfall range.



Chance of "no rainfall" dropped, adding confusion.

Forecasts became…

Chance of any rain: 95%

Rainfall amount: 5 to 15 mm

Chance of any rain: 20%

Rainfall amount: 0 mm

First example meant:

95% chance of at least 0.2 mm

50% chance of at least 5 mm

25% chance of at least 15 mm

Mis-interpreted as 
"95% chance of 5 to 15 mm."
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2015 to 2021

Melbourne (area): Slight (20%) chance of showers in the west, medium 
(40%) about eastern suburbs.

Melbourne (City): 
Cloudy
Rainfall amount: 0 to 0.4 mm
Chance of any rain: 30%

Quantitative rainfall forecasts now 

• for all locations in Australia

• for all lead days.

• for districts and point locations



2022 onwards (Plans)

2-8mm
Rain

75% (high) chance of at least 2 mm
50% (medium) chance of at least 3 mm
25% (low) chance of at least 8 mm



2022 onwards (Examples)

(No mention of rain) 
95% (very high) chance of no rain

5% (very low) chance of at least 0.2 mm

0-2 mm
30% (low) chance of no rain

50% (medium) chance of at least 0.4 mm
25% (low) chance of at least 2 mm

Main focus to be in mm (not %).
Detailed information available.

Forecasts (App, new website) will increase use of 
grids and decrease use of curated text forecasts.

Point forecasts more prominent.
District forecasts less prominent.



Further work

Rest of today



Further work

• With focus changing from Chance of rain to percentiles
• R&D and CSG slow to react and supply 

RestOfDay percentile forecasts
• DC & CED slow to engage and ask for 

RestOfDay percentile forecasts

• Expect some design work to make rest of day time 
period clear in app & new website.

Rest of today



Other forecasts

• Maintain single value forecasts (e.g. Temperature)
• Often variance is near constant (for given location and time)
• Specialist users might like to know 10th and 90th percentiles (for example) 

• Probability of Thunderstorms within 10 km 
• Next cab off the rank for introducing as an explicit probabilistic forecast

• Confidence of Warning conditions
• Theoretical considerations have provided us with a framework



In Summary
• Communication and meteorological experts work together to make 

our forecasts useful.
• As meteorologists, we need to anticipate data requirements. 


